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ADHAN WATCHES (all cities around the world): Five high-quality sounds of Azan (Mecca, Medina, Kuds, Egypt, Riyadh). Azan's volume control is installed in all watch models. Azan's time is calculated exactly in line with all cities around the world. ALFAJR uses a local calendar or the most
widely used calendar system for your city. Other standard taqweem systems are also available. AUTOMATIC FAJR ALARM : This unique feature allows you to wake up every day during the time of Fajr azan. For example; suppose you set the alarm for Fajr azan at 5:00 a.m. The next day, if
Fajr azan becomes 5:01 am, then automatically this alarm will ring 1 minute later than the previous day. DAILY ALARM : In addition, the watch has a regular alarm that can be set to ring at the same time every day or according to your preferred days. SIBLE HOEST : The direction of The
Sible (relative to the North) can be displayed. HIJRI AND GREGORIAN CALENDARS : The Gregorian or Hijri calendar can be displayed. The Hijri calendar follows the Gregorian date and is based on an astronomical moon seen in Mecca. TEMPRATURE DISPLAY : The temperature
readings in Celsius are displayed. OTHER SPECIAL: Daylight, Time Saving option (for countries using this system). Gentle prayer reminder (when the azan sound is off). One-time alarm: In addition to Fajr and daily alarms, the ALFAJR watch includes an additional alarm (called a one-day
alarm). It can be mounted on a ring for special meetings. Crescendo sound: All alarms have a gentle awakening sound that gradually increases. Walmart is here to help make every day easier. Al-fajrAbout this item We aim to show you accurate information about the product. Manufacturers,
suppliers and others provide what you see here and we haven't checked it out. ALFAJR CW-05 is a beautiful and functional Islamic desk clock that calls for prayer with full azan five times a day. Azan is calculated automatically based on the location set during installation. These watches are
perfect for home or work to remind you of the call to prayer. A simplified guide for U.S. cities (exclusively for zuleizer customers) Box comes with an all-in-one AlFajr guide to set up the alarm. But we've also included our own version of the simplified user manual for this particular model. More
features- Prayer time for most cities in the world. It would be easy to add a new city.- Location settings by installing an international phone code set. For example, use 1-(415) for San Francisco-Azan may be on or off.- Daily Alarms (weekend optional) - Extra anxiety (for Destination) - Hijra
and Gregorian calendars- Summer time optionRequirement- Requires 4 AA batteries to operate these hours. The batteries are included.- THE DC adapter option is available. The adapter is not on. Package List1 X Azan Clock1 User Guide1 X Custom and Simplified User Guides for U.S.
Cities1 X Package in a beautiful AZAN gift box - Full Adhan Adhan Mecca/Mecca for all five prayers. Adhan can be replaced by beeps. Daily alarms and special Fajr alarm options are available. Rising alarm and snooze function. DISPLAY - Clear and bright display. Shows the time, date on
Gregorian and Hijri, Athan times and temperature. Silent and without ticking sounds. A full screen of light helps you browse in the dark. Daily alarm and a special version of the Fajar alarm. SIMPLE INSTRUCTIONS - An additional simplified guide to learning, Developed exclusively for our
U.S. customers BrandManufacturer PartManufacturerColorAssembled Product Wessaved Product Sizes (L x W x H)9.00 x 1.00 x 9.00 InchesCustomer q AGet specific details about this product from customers who own it. So if you find the current lower price from the online store on an
identical, stocked product, tell us and we will match it. For more information, see the online price match. webapp branch al fajr clock cw05 manual
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